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Abstract

This paper presents investigating fraud transaction detection in the mail order industry. These kinds of detection have done intensively, but the outcome of the research has not shared among the mail-order industry. As the B2C market such as the Amazon type business expands their market volume exponentially, the fraud transactions increase in number. As a matter of course, this phenomenon is not only continuing but clever. One of the conclusive factor for this phenomenon is the payment method. That is, the deferred payment method. The conventional primary indicator for the fraud detection is the ordered time based information. They are shipping address, recipient name, and the payment method. This kind of information makes use of the prediction in common. Conventional detecting method for the fraud depends on the human working experiences so far. From such kind of information, the mail-order company predicts the potential fraud customer with their working experience parameters. As the number of order transaction becomes large, fraud detection becomes difficult. The mail order industry needs something clever detection method. From these backgrounds, we observe the transaction data with the customer attribute information gathered from a mail order company in Japan and characterized the customer with a machine learning method. From the results of the intensive research, potential fraudulent transactions are identified. Intensive research revealed that the classification of the deliberate customer and the careless customer with machine learning.
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1. Introduction

Mail-order industry is a typical non-face-to-face sales system and to provide such goods or services to the customer’s hand directly via logistics company. A post-paid system method is popular among the domestic mail-order company and this payment method provides the effect of reducing customer’s anxiety. However, some customers with malicious who do not pay the price while receiving the products are existed along with the mail-order industry market size expands year by year.

A survey from the Japan Direct Marketing Association [1] says the percentage of credit losses of a mail order company is estimated about 0.5% of net sales. Therefore, it is important for the mail order company to predict risk exposures in customers’ credit control. It is because too large risk exposure leads to high default risk and too small risk exposure misses their business opportunities. Therefore, for the mail order industry, the credit scoring strategy is a serious problem for the further market expansion.

The difference between the mail-order and the onsite is the distance and time gap among the customers and store. Mail-order company cannot see the customer, on the other hand, the customer also cannot see the mail-order company through. Among the mail-order industry, it is in fact that the malicious company exists among the industry. Therefore, there are many customers who do not promise the mail-order company, as a result.

In such a conflicting issue of the credibility, some effective method is required among the mail-order industry. Recently, a big data analysis is in fashion. This is one of the prediction method making use of huge amount of data. This method is adopted widely to many fields. But, the result of the Google Flu Trends shows, an accurate prediction needs the heuristics knowledge. For these backgrounds, we observe the transaction data with the customer attribute information gathered from a mail order company in Japan and characterized the customer with machine learning method.

In this paper, we carry out data analysis for the customer behavior through the bad debt list in a mail order company. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the backgrounds of the research and related works; Section 3 briefly summarize the gathered data on the target mail order company; Section 4 describes analytics of the data and presents analytical results; and Section 5 gives some concluding remarks and future works.

2. Background and Related work

First, we describe the research objectives through the current condition for the mail-order industry. As the market size of the mail order industry grow, the more fraud transaction increased. This is because the mail-order company must process the received order year by year. Furthermore, a post-pay system, one of the characteristics of the domestic mail-order company is the primary reason for the fraud transaction. Then, about 20% of the delivery packets fails into the re-scheduled delivery [2]. Since not only the mail-order company but the logistics company is fed up the daily transaction, drastic measures against fraud have not been taken, so far. Therefore, we intend to derive the heuristics knowledge which is the basis of our proposed method from data automatically collected. Next, we describe the potential of Big data.

Decision-making using data becomes a primary business activity since the keywords of big data is in common, recently. Another key word such as “IoT” stands Internet of Things, also contribute the deep understanding of the data oriented decision making. As a result, the service from the data analysis result is provided in various phase on our life.

In this section, we describe the research backgrounds, especially focusing on the merits and demerits of big data, then describe the research trends including the surroundings of the proposed method. At first, describing the side effect of big data analysis.

In 2009, Google announced the GFT (Google Flu Trends) from the analytical result of their search engine [3]. Schnberger described the algorithm of the GFT [4]. Google assembled the algorithm with the five years’ web logs including the hundred billion of search results and then proposed the prediction influenza indicators with the 45 search words. They explained the model more effective than the government alert from the statistical data analysis that delays announce. However, the GFT was not able to predict the outbreak of the pig flu in 2009. The GFT predicted the epidemic of influenza excessively about 1.5 times occurred in the end of 2012 [5]. Moreover, the
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